HERMITE CONJUGATE EXPANSIONS
BY

BENJAMIN MUCKENHOUPTF)

1. Introduction. Professor E. M. Stein suggested that conjugate function
theorems such as those proved in [3] for Gegenbauer expansions or the well-known
ones for Fourier expansions would have analogues in the theory of Hermite and
Laguerre expansions. It is shown in this paper that this is indeed the case for
Hermite expansions. As in the other cases, it is proved here that the mapping
from a function to its conjugate function or its conjugate Poisson integral is a
bounded operator in Fp(exp (—jc2)) for l</z<co. Furthermore, the conjugate
Poisson integral converges in Lp norm and pointwise almost everywhere to the
conjugate function. Substitute results for the case/z= 1 are also proved. This leads
to the possibility of an H" theory for Hermite expansions and analogues of the
classical applications of ordinary conjugate functions.
If/(y) is in Lx(exp (—y2)), the Poisson integral, f(x, y), will be defined as in [2]
and an integral definition of the conjugate Poisson integral, f(x, y), will be given
for x>0. lff(y) has Hermite expansion 2 onHn(y), then for each x>0f(x, y) has
Hermite expansion % an exp ( —(2n)ll2x)Hn(y) and f(x, y) will be shown to have
Hermite expansion 2 on(2n)112exp (-(2n)ll2x)Hn_x(y).
As mentioned in [2],
merely defining the functions to be the sum of these series is unsatisfactory since
the series may diverge for all x and y for some/( y) in Fp(exp ( —y2)), 1 Sp < 2. The
definitions used will be meaningful for any/(y) in LJ(exp ( —y2)).
The conjugate function,f(y), will be defined as limÄ_0+fix, y). It will be shown
that iff is in Fx(exp ( —y2)), then this limit exists for almost every y. If/has the
Hermite expansion given above, then /( y) will be shown to have the expansion
2an(2«)1'2/Fn.1(y).

It was shown in [2] that

(1.1)

^+«p

W>
¿(exp
(~f)Stffl =0.

Similarly, it will be shown here that

(1.2)

^^)

+ |[exp (J2) i.(exp i-tffix,

j,))] = o

and that the analogues of the Cauchy-Riemann equations

(1.3)

^â

= exp(y) J. (expi-y2)fix, y))
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and

are valid for x>0. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) would look more alike if
exp (—y2)f(x, y) were taken as the conjugate integral. This procedure was used at
the corresponding point in [3] but f(x, y) seems more natural since the norm
inequalities are true for it.
As was the case in [2], a simple imitation of the methods used in [3] produces
extreme complications. Consequently, two modifications of classical Hubert
transform theorems are proved in §2. The first uses a simple method to produce an
estimate for integrals with variable kernels that bear some resemblance to the
Hubert transform. The estimate is in terms of a sup of singular integrals. For the
transform j f(z)K(y,z) dz, the estimate is valid if K(y, y + h)= —K(y, y-h) and
for each j, hK(y, y+h) has total variation bounded by a constant independent of y.
This is easy to use since, in the case considered, K(y, z) is differentiable in z and it
is enough to verify that the integral of the absolute value of the derivative of

hK(y, y+h) is bounded.
The second result in §2 shows that if c is sufficiently small, then
sup
0<a<b<c

s

f(y+t) dt
\t\<b

'

will satisfy a norm inequality for measures other than dy. This is a simple consequence of the classical theory.
In §3 the definition of/(x, y) as an integral is stated and the simple consequences
of the definition are given. Next the basic lemma, Lemma 4, is stated; it asserts that
the kernel forf(x, y) can be written as the sum of two parts with specific properties.
The proof involves careful estimation of various integrals that arise ; the details
are given in §§4-6. The two parts are chosen so that a theorem in [2] can be applied
to one and the first lemma in §2 to the other.
In §7 use is made of Lemma 4 to show that/(x, y) is dominated by a Hardy max
function plus a sup of singular integrals. This estimate is used to prove norm
inequalities and that asx-> 0+,f(x, y) converges almost everywhere and in norm
provided/(jO is in L"(e~y2) for p> 1. Here use is made of the second lemma in §2
and a result concerning Hardy maximal functions in [2]. A substitute result is also
proved for the case when p = 1.

2. Singular integral lemmas. In this section two general results are proved that
are useful for treating the conjugate Poisson integrals for Hermite expansions. The
first, Lemma 1, is concerned with kernels that are not precisely 1/z but bear some
resemblance to them. This result was mentioned to me orally by Professor B. F.
Jones; since it is unpublished and simple, a proof of it is included here for completeness.
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Lemma 1. If K(z)= -K(—z) and if zK(z), (defined as 0 for z=0), has total
variation V on [0, m], then

sup If

0<a<b<m | Ja£\z\£b

f(y-z)K(z)dz
<V0<a<b<m
sup If
fJlZÉdz
.
| J0S|z|ä&
z

Because of the assumption on the variation of zK(z), there is a signed measure, p.,
of bounded variation such that zK(z)=fâ dp.(t) for almost every z with O^z^m.

Then if 0 < a < A^ m, the fact that F is odd shows that

f

JailzlSo

f(y-z)K(z)dz=\bK>-*-/^zK(z)dz
Ja

z

-p=4=s*a(f>)*
Interchanging the order of integration shows that this equals

p/r
Jo

ûtâsflïia*)*».

wmax(t,a)

z

/

The absolute value of this last expression, however, is clearly less than or equal to
the right side of the inequality in the lemma.
To obtain a norm inequality with a measure other than dy for an ordinary singular integral, two restrictions will be imposed. The measure considered will be one
that can be written as a weight function, w(y), times dy. The range of the singular
integral must be restricted so that w(y) does not change drastically. The details are
specified in the definition of property A below. Lemmas 2 and 3 then are automatic.
Fortunately this approach is sufficient for the integral that arises.
Given a positive weight function w(y) on an interval, /, a partition of / into
closed subintervals will be said to have property A with multiplier F if :
1. A compact subset of / not containing an endpoint of / intersects a finite
number of the subintervals.
2. An interval of the partition is no more than twice as long as the adjacent
intervals.
3. The ratio of sup w(y) to inf w(y) on an interval is no more than B.
Note that because of condition 1, intervals in such a partition can be indexed
with the integers in their natural order.
Lemma 2. Let w(y) be a positive function, f(y) be in V[w(y) dy], 1 </»<oo, on an
interval I, and{In} a partition of I having property A with multiplier B. Define

,(>>)= sup|f

I Ja£\z\ib

t^dz
z

where the sup is taken over all a and b such that 0 < a < Aand A is not greater than half
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the length of the In in which y lies. Then there exists a constant, C, depending only onp

and B such that

I \g(y)\My)dy
ác| \f(y)\*w(y)dy.
Let /n = [y„,v„+i]. Then

f \g(y)\pw(y)
dy= 2 f \g(y)\My)dy
S^Bw(yn)\ \g(y)\p
dy
by use of condition 3. For a particular /„ the same g would result iff were 0 outside
/„=/„_! u In u /n+1 because of condition 2. The usual theorem on the sup of the
Hubert transform, [1, p. 116], then shows that there is a constant, Ap, depending
only on p such that j,n (g(y))p dySAp j} |/(y)|p dy. Using this in the preceding
inequality then shows that

f (g(y))My)
dyS%n ApBw(yn)
f \f(y)\"dyS 2n AvB3
f 1/OOIMjO
dy.
JJn
Jin

Jl

This is less than or equal to 3APB3j, \f(y)\"w(y) dy as desired.
A substitute result for p = 1 may be stated as follows.
Lemma 3. Let w(y) be a positive function and let f(y) be in L1[w(y) dy] on an
interval I. Let {/„} and g be as in Lemma 2, and let Ea={y | g(y) > a}. Then there is a
constant C, depending only on B such that

£ w(y)dyS^ji\f(y)\w(y)dy.
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2. First, observe that

f w(y)dy = 2Í
jEa

n

w(y)dy S 2 Bw(yn)m(Ea
n /„).
JEanln

n

Now using Theorem 2 on p. 152 of [4], the fact that the Hubert transform is of weak
type (1, 1) and the fact that Ea n /n depends only on the values of/(y) in Jn shows
that m(Ea n In)S(C/a)

jJn \f(y)\ dy. The rest of the proof is the same as the last

part of the proof of Lemma 2.
3. The conjugate Poisson integral. If/(y) is in L^exp (-y2)) on (-co, oo), the
Poisson integral,/(*, y), will be defined as it was in (3.11) of [2] as

(3.1)

f(x,y)=T

R(x,y,z)f(z)exp(-z2)dz
J —00

where
„ „

_,

,

Ç1

xexp(x2/2logr)

(3.2) Rix, y, z) = jo ^tiZ^-logrT2

(-r2y2 + 2ryz-r2z2\

exp 1

1-r2-)

,

*
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By Corollary 3 of [2], if f(y) has Hermite expansion 2 onHn(y), then for each x > 0
f(x,y) has the expansion 2anexp (-(2«)1/2x)^n(^). Consequently,
n «
(3.3)

R(x v A - Y exp(-(2«)"2x)//n(>AZ/n(z)
R(X,y,Z) = 2, -7ri;22nH
;-

To make the conjugate Poisson integral, f(x, y), satisfy (1.4), it is clear that it

should be defined by

(3.4)

f(x, y)= T

Q(x, y, z)f(z) exp ( - z2)dz

J —00

where
ii «

m

\

f121/2(z - ry) exP i*2/2 lQgf)

(3.5) Q(x,y, z) = Jo

^^(l-r2)*'2

I - r2y2+2ryz - r2A a

exp (

^-)

*

Expression (3.5) is obtained from (3.2) by differentiating with respect to y, integrating with respect to x, using the fact that Q should approach 0 when x approaches oo, and multiplying by —1. The basic facts about this definition are as

follows.
Theorem 1. For every x>0 and every y, Q(x, y, z) is a bounded function of z.
Iff(y) is inL1(exp (-y2)), thenf(x,y) exists for every x>0 and every y, and (1.2)(1.4) are valid. Iff(y) has Hermite expansion 2 ctnHn(y), then for each x>Of(x, y)
has the Hermite expansion

(3.6)

2

an exp (-(2«)1'2^)(2«)1'2Ffn_ x(y).

n=l

For every p<2 there exists an f(y) in Fp(exp (-y2)) such that for every x (3.6)
diverges for every y. If x>0 and f(y) is in F2(exp (—y2)), then (3.6) converges to
f(x, y) for almost every y.

By considering separately 0 ^ r < \ and £ ^ r < 1 and replacing —log r by a suitable
multiple of 1 —r in the second case, it is clear that

(37)

expLv2/21ogz-)

(¿■'I

( —log

z-)1/2(l—r2)3'2

<c(1 + 1/jc4)

0 < z-< 1

= ^V1T1'A

x> = r ^

>■>

i.

Here and hereafter C will denote a constant not necessarily the same at each
occurrence. Using (3.7) in (3.5) and multiplying and dividing by exp (y2) shows

that
(3.8)

|Ô(x,j,z)|

g C(l+x-4)exp(>>2)

£

\z-ry\

exp(-(y-rz)2/(l-r2))

dr.

If |z|<|,y|, the integral in (3.8) is bounded by a constant times \y\. If |z|^|j|,
replace the integrand with 2|z| exp [—(y—rz)2] which is larger; this shows that the
integral in (3.8) is bounded by 27r1/2.This proves the first assertion in the theorem.
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The existence off(x, y) follows immediately from the first part. Differentiating
under the integral sign to obtain the first terms in (1.3) and (1.4) is justified since it
was shown in the proof of [2, Corollary 3] that the differentiated kernels are
bounded functions of z and x for x ^ a > 0. The differentiated kernels for the right
sides are the same, justifying both the differentiation under the integral sign and the
equalities. In the case of (1.4) it is immediate that the kernels are the same; for (1.3)
the kernel of one side must be integrated by parts to make it look like the other.
The first term in (1.2) can be obtained by differentiating under the integral sign
since the kernels for 8f(x, y)/8x and 82f(x, y)/8x2 are both bounded. This boundedness follows in the same way as g's boundedness since an analogy to (3.7) will be
true with higher powers of log r in the denominator. Differentiating under the
integral for the first derivative in the second term in (1.2) was justified in the proof
of (1.3). Differentiating under the integral sign for the second derivative again
follows by integrating the resulting kernel by parts and observing that it is —1
times the kernel for the first term in (1.2). This last fact then completes the proof

of (1.2).
Following the same reasoning as was used in [2, Lemma 2], it can be shown that
n QA

m.

y-*-?)

v *

S exp (-(2ny>2x)(2nr2Hn_x(y)Hn(z)

\¿yx, y, z) — ¿

„l^n«

n=0

w

\

*■ " ■

and
/aim

(3.10)

m,
¿w
Jf" ^ m
Q(x, y, z)Hn
_j(my) exp /( - y2)
dy =

exp (-(2n)ll2x)Hn(z)

(2«)1'2

Using (3.8) and the substitution y = rz+w(l —r2)112and integrating w first shows

that for a fixed n

r

J —oo

\Hn-i(y)Q(x, y, z) exp (-y2)\ dy S C(\ + |z|»)(l +*"*).

If/has an Hermite expansion, then /"„ \f(z)\(l + |z|n) exp (-z2) dz exists so that
\Hn-x(y)Q(x, y, z)exp (—y2)f(z) exp (—z2)\ is integrable as a function of two
variables. This justifies the use of Fubini's theorem and (3.10) to prove that (3.6) is
the Hermite expansion of f(x, y). The last two assertions are proved in the same
way that the corresponding statements in [2, Lemma 2], were proved.
All of the norm inequalities and convergence theorems for/(x, y) depend upon

the following lemma.
Lemma 4.
J(x, y, z) and
function L(y,
for z>y and

For every * ä 0, Q(x, y, z) can be written as the sum of two functions,
K(x, y, z) exp (z2), with the following properties. J(x, y, z) is less than a
z) that is monotone increasing in z for z<y, monotone decreasing in z
J-^ L(y, z) exp ( —z2) dz has a bound independent of y. K(x, y,y + h)

= -K(x,y,y-h),K(x,y,y+h)

= 0 if

|«| >min (1, l/|y|),

and hK(x,y,y+h)
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(defined as 0 for A= 0) as a function of h has total variation bounded by a constant
independent of x and y.

To prove this define J(x, y, z) to be

(3.11) Q(x,y^)+Q(x,y,2y-z)exp(4y(z-yy

|>;_z| < min (1; 1/W)

and

(3.12)

Q(x,y,z),

\y-z\Z

min (I, l/\y\).

It is sufficient to prove the conclusions of Lemma 4 for y ^ 0 since Q(x, y, z)
= —Q(x, —y, —z). It will be shown in §§4 and 5 that if the constant C is properly
chosen, then |J(x, y, z) | á L(y, z) for x ^ 0 and y 2:0 where for y > 2

L(y, z) = C/y,

z < 0,

= Cexp(z2)/y,

(3.13)

0<z£iy,

= Cexp (z2)(l/y+ l/2(y(y-z)3y2),

1¡y < z Á y- l/y,

= Cvexp(y)(l-log[.y|}>-z|]),

y-l/y

< z S y+l/y,

= Cyexp(y2),

y+l/y

< z,

and for 0 5 y 5 2

(3 14)

L(y,z) = C,
= Cy(l-log[y\y-z\])

+ C,

\y-z\>h
\y-z\ £ 1.

In §4 (3.11) is shown to be less than or equal to F; the same is shown for (3.12)

in §5.
That F has the desired monotonicity properties follows by inspection of (3.13)
and (3.14). The boundedness of _[*„ L(y, z) exp (-z2) dz is easily seen by estimating the various integrals that arise and using the fact that if y— l/y^z¿ y+ l/y
and >>ä2, then \y2-z2\ 53.
K(x, y, z) must be taken equal to

Q(x, y, z) exp ( - z2)- Q(x, y, 2y - z) exp ( - (2y - zf)

(3.15)

2
0,

\y-z\ < min(l, l/\y\),
\y-z\^
min (I, l/\y\).

Then K clearly has the first two stated properties. The assertion about the total
boundedness will be proved in §6 in the equivalent form of showing that
(z—y)K(x, y, z) as a function of z has total variation bounded by a constant
independent of x and y. Again, since Q(x, y, z)= -Q(x, —y, -z) it will only be
necessary to consider the case y ^ 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4 except for the three boundedness assertions

that are proved in §§4, 5 and 6.
4. Proof that (3.11) is less than or equal to F for y^O.
tional results are given in the next two lemmas.

Some useful computa-
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Lemma 5. There is a constant, C, such that ifiy^O andy\y —z\ S 1, then

(4.1)

£ JL exp('[Z'?2)

dr Ú C[l-log (y\y-z\)]

and

The proofs of these are similar. In each case the integral is divided into integrals
over the intersections of [0,1] with( —oo, 1 —2| y—z|/y],(l —2\y—z\/y, 1 —\y—z\/2y]
and (l-|y-z|/2y,
1]. Since ry—z = (y—z)—y(l-r),y(l-r)/2S\ry-z\
for the
first parts. After replacing |ry-z| by this and 1 + r by 2 and making the change of
variables w= y2(l— r)/8, the estimate is obvious. For the second parts \y —z\/2y
S 1 —r; replacing 1 —rby this and ry—z by 0 will give the estimate. For the third
parts \\y —z\ S \ry—z\; replacing |ry—z\ by this and 1+r by 2 and making the
change of variables u = (y —z)2/8(l— r) will give the desired estimate.
Now define the functions w(x, y) and p(x, r) by
(4.3)

w(x, r) = (21/»((1

- r2)/ - log r)1'2 exp (x2/2 log r)

and
(4.4)

p(x, r) = 8w(x, r)/8r.

Lemma6. JJ \p{x,r)\ dr S 4.
Let a(r) = exp (x2/2 log r) and s(r) = ((l -r2)/-log r)112.Then for 0<r< 1, both
functions are bounded by 2 and q is decreasing. Differentiating s and using the fact
that —log r^(l —r2)/2r2 for 0<r< 1 shows that s is increasing. Using these facts
¡•1

Jo

W2

\p(x,r)\drS—\

fl

7r Jo

03/2

\qs' + sq'\drS—\

fl

rr J0

(\s'\ + \q'\)dr S 4.

It is now quite easy to estimate (3.11). It may be assumed for this estimation that
| y—z | S min ( 1, l/y). Consideration of the cases y > 1 and y S 1 shows that | y2—z21
^3. Because of this e3 exp (y2—z2)S: 1. Multiplying (3.11) by the left side of this
last inequality then shows that the absolute value of (3.12) is bounded by

(4.5)

C exp (y2)|Q(x, y, z) exp (-Z2) + Q(x, y, 2y-z) exp (-(2y-z)2)|.

Using (4.3) and (3.5), the absolute value part of (4.5) is equal to

I'tfEfc
-p(=&P)+(-^r
«p(^=3=^1*
"*•
In the main parenthesis add

X2-Q-Z
(l_r2)2

/-(z-ry)2\
exp^

x_f2

j
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to the first term and subtract it from the second. Then replacing these pairs of
terms by their absolute values and using the fact that \w(x, r)\ ¿ 1 shows that (4.5)
is bounded by the sum of the two following expressions :

<«>

^"Wl'li-,^,)-'1'^)*'

(,„ c e*pW £ Ä^zd

| , .„p (iZ^))| exp(4^

Using (4.1), (4.6) is bounded by Cy exp (y2)[l-log (y\y-z\)]

*.

as desired. Since

y\y—z\ < I, the argument of the first exponential in the integrand of (4.7) is no
greater than 4 in absolute value. Therefore, 1 minus this exponential is less than e4
times the absolute value of the argument. Consequently, (4.7) is bounded by

(4.8)

C,|z-,| exp(f) £ yil-{[^r\rzl

exp(^f)

dr.

Using (4.1), (4.2) and the fact that y\y-z\ S I, shows that (4.8) is also less than
Cy exp (j2)[l-log

(>>|v-z|)].

5. Proof that (3.12) is less than or equal to F for y^O.
fact that \w(x, r)| á 1 shows that
««

(5.1)

\rv

m <- f1 \z-ry\

l-r2y2

|Q(x,y,z)\ <: Jo ,\_r^2 exp (^-'

Using (3.5) and the

+ 2ryz-r2z2\

x_^-j

,

dr.

It would be sufficient to show that for \y-z\ >min (1, l/\y\) that (5.1) is bounded
by L. As will be shown, this can be done in mosteases. For>>>2, \y<z^y —l/y;
however, the cancellation produced by the change in sign of z —ry in the definition
of Q is essential and the analysis must be more careful. For this case the integral,
(3.5), will be split into three parts. Two will be treated in the same manner as the
others by replacing z —ry by \z-ry\ and w by 1. The third will be an integral that
can be treated directly with an integration by parts.
The proof that (3.12) is less than or equal to F will be done in cases as indicated.
Case I. zámin (0, j>-1). In this case, if y^\, the right side of (5.1) is bounded

by

T (-r^)2exp(S) dr+í ij^Tfexp (wry) *■
Both integrations can be performed ; both integrals are bounded by C/y á C. If

y<\, then z<—\ and (5.1) is bounded by
f1 -2z(2-r)

t-r2z2\

This can be estimated; it is bounded by C/-z¿

C.

,
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Case 2. 0<zS min (y —1/y, ^y). This implies that y ^ 1. Multiplying and dividing
the right side of (5.1) by exp (z2) and replacing 1 +r by 1 or 2 as required shows

that

(5.2)

|Q(x,y,z)\S exp(z2)£ j^l

exp(~¿lff)

*•

Split the integral on the right side of (5.2) into integrals over [0, l—(y-z)/2y] and
[1 —(y—z)/2y, 1]. In the first of these rSi so that $S 1 —rá 1. Using this to replace
(1 —r), the first part can then be computed and is bounded by (C/y) exp (z2) as
desired. For the second integral, using the fact that z—ry = (z—y)+y(l —r) shows
that i(y-z)S\z-ry\S2(y—z).
Using this and integrating gives the desired
estimate for the second integral.

Case 3. y+l/ySzS2y.

This condition again implies that y > 1. Multiplying and

dividing (5.1) by exp (y2) and replacing 1 +r by 1 or 2 as required shows that

(5.3)

|Q(x,y,z)\S exp(y2)£ j^J

exp(~¿~ff) *•

Split this integral into the sum of integrals over

[0, l-2(z-y)/z),

[l-2(z-y)/z,

l-(z-y)/2z)

and

[l-(z-y)/2z,

1].

For the first part

\z-ry\ = |(z-y)+y(l-F)|

S3y(l-r)

\y-rz\

^\z(l-r).

and
= \(y-z) + z(l-r)\

Making these substitutions for |z —ry| and \y —rz\ and making the substitution u
equal to the argument of the exponential shows that this part is bounded by
Cyexp(y2). For the second part use |z—ry| ^3(z—y) and \y —rz|^0 and the
estimate is immediate. For the third part use |z—ry| ^2(z—y) and |y—rz| ^^(z—y)
and perform the resulting integration. This gives the desired estimate for the third

part.
Case 4. max(2y, y+l)^z.
Split the integral in (5.3) into the sum of integrals
over [0, l-(z-y)/2z)
and [l-(z-y)/2z,
1]. In the first of these rS% so that
i^Sl—rSl.
Replacing 1—rby the appropriate bound, using \z—ry\Sz and making
the substitution u equal to the argument of the exponential shows that this part
is bounded by Cexp (y2). For the second, \z-ry\Sz
and |y-rz| }t%(z—y). Using
these, the resulting integral can be computed directly. This will show that this part

is also bounded by C exp (y2).
Case 5. \y<zSy —1/y. This condition implies thaty^21/2. This is the troublesome case and (3.5) will be estimated directly. Let E denote

[l-3(y-z)/2y,l-(y-z)/2y]
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and
z—ry

S(r,y,z)

l —r2y2+2ryz—r2z2

exp '
"r\ (-■

(1-rT

1-r2

With this notation the following inequalities will be proved :

(5.4)

Q(x,y, z) - J fi^na

S(r>y>z) dr

Cexp(z2)
(y(y-z)3)112

and

(5.5)

I.

w(x, r)

E(l-r2)112

S(r, y, z) dr

Cexp(z2)
(y(y-z)3)112

These inequalities will give the desired result for this case.
Let Fdenote the complement of F in [0, 1], Using (3.5) and the fact that \w\ g 1

shows that the left side of (5.4) is bounded by

(5.6)

Ç \z —ry\

I —r2y2 + 2ryz —r2z2\ ,

I (TTT^ CXP
I

I-r2-)

*

Multiplying and dividing by exp (z2) and replacing 1 + r by 1 or 2 as appropriate

shows that (5.6) and therefore the left side of (5.4) is bounded by

(5.7)

-"IJfflM^*-

The set Fis the union of the intervals [0,1 -3(y-z)/2y)
and (1 ~(y-z)/2y, I). On
the integral over the first of these, use the fact that y(l -r)/3^\z-ry\
¿2y(l —r)
and make the substitution u equal to the argument of the exponential. This will

show that this part of (5.7) is bounded by

(5.8)

Cexpiz2)

exp(Xz-jO/12)
(y-z)

For the second interval i(y—z)£\z—ry\£2(y—z).
Using this and integrating
directly again gives the estimate (5.8). Since y(z—y)S —I,

exp(y(z-y)/l2)fk

C/(y(y-z)y2.

Therefore, (5.8) is bounded by the right side of (5.4) and (5.4) is proved.
Integrating the left side of (5.5) by parts shows that it is bounded by the sum of

(5.9)

—w(x, r) f1 _,,

(l-ry"J,

. , i

S(t'y>z)dt\

and

(5.10)

IJ.(li(n5$]f**H*|
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f) Sit, y, z) dt, let u = (y-tz)/(l-t2)112.

Then

du = (ty-z)dt/(l-t2)312

and

(5.11)

f S(t,y,z)dt\=

Jr

r

exp(y2)exp( - u2)du.

J(!í-rz)/íl-rV'2

Using the fact that for a > 0,

f

exp (—u2)du S — exp (—a2),

Ja

the right side of (5.11) is bounded by
^(1-z-2)1'2

, „

t-(y-rz)2\

Now multiplying and dividing by exp (z2—y2) and using the fact that r e E shows

that

S(t,y,z)dt

(5.12)

„

Cexp(z2)

i-(z-ry)2y\

= (y(y-z))1'2CXp\

3(y-z)
\ 3(y-z)

)'

Using (5.12) and the fact that \w\Sl shows that (5.9) is bounded by
(Cexp (z2)/(y-z))

exp (-y(j,_z)/12).

This, like (5.8), is bounded by the right side of (5.5).
To estimate (5.10) observe that

d_I w(x,r) \ = (l+x2/logz-)exp(x2/21ogr)
r21/27r( - log r )3'2

dr\(l-r2)112)

<

C

= r( - log r)3'2

Since l-3(y-z)/2y^i,
r(-logr)312

= (1-z-)3'2

Then using the fact that for r in E, l-(y—z)/2y^r,

(5.13)

d I w(x, r)

Jr

\(l-r2)1/2/

\y-zj

for r e E.
shows that

r e E.

Using (5.12)and (5.13),(5.10)is bounded by
Cy exp (z2)
Je

(y-zf

-(=£&)*■

Making the substitution u=(z—ry)\/y/iy—z)112 will show that (5.10) is also
bounded by the right side of (5.5). This completes the proof for Case 5.
It is now easy to observe that the five cases considered include all values of z for
which |z—y| ^min (1, 1/y) and that in each case (3.12) is bounded by L.
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6. The total variation of (z—y)K(x, y, z) for y^O. Observe that the two terms
in (3.15) are mirror images of each other around z=y. Consequently, when
multiplied by z—y they have the same total variation. It is then sufficient to consider the total variation of the function, H(x, y, z), that equals 0 for \y-z\ >m and
(y—z)Q(x,y,z)exp(—z2)
for \y—z\^m; here and hereafter m will denote
min (1, l/y).
It is easy to see by inspection of (3.5) and use of the fact that —r2y2 + 2ryz—r2z2
— —r2(y —z)2 + (l—r)2ryz that Q(x,y, z) is a differentiable function of z except
for x=0 and z=y. Since for x>0, H(x, y, v)=0, the total variation of H(x, y, z)
as a function of z for a fixed x>0 is less than or equal to twice

(6.1)

f

J\z~y\

jz [(y-z)Q(x,

y, z) exp (-z2)]

dz.

<r>

For the case of x=0, observe that by §5, if |y —z| = m, then | Q(0, y, z)\^L(y, z).
The definition of F then shows that H(0, y, z) is uniformly bounded for z=y±m.
Therefore, if H(0, y, y) is defined to be 0, it is clear that the total variation of
H(0, y, z) as a function of z is bounded by a constant plus twice (6.1) with x = 0.
Consequently, the desired property of J will be proved by showing that (6.1) is

uniformly bounded for x ¡g0 and y 3:0.
Using (4.4) and (3.5) shows that
Q(x, y, z) = |o [(1Z~^)2 exp (~f'y

^2~r

Z )£ p(x, t) rfz] dr.

Multiplying by (y—z)exp (—z2), differentiating with respect to z and interchanging the order of integration then shows that the integrand in (6.1) is equal to

<">
IJ>»[fm?-*^0rn - -&=&
*]*\
Now it can be readily verified by differentiating that

+f(l^"TT9x'"V(^*-°Subtracting the left side of this from the inner integral in (6.2) shows that the inner
integral equals the sum of

and
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Writing z - ry = (z -y)+y(l
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- r) and using (4.1), (4.2) and the fact thaty|y-z|

^1

shows that (6.3) is bounded by C(l+y)(l —logy|y —z|). Using Lemma 6 then
shows that (6.2) is less than or equal to

(6.5) Ca+yXl-logyly-zD
+J^1\p(x,01ffp exp{Z~^)

dt.

Since (6.5) is a bound for the integrand in (6.1), showing that the integral of (6.5)
with respect to z for \y—z\Sm is uniformly bounded for x^O and y^O will
complete the proof concerning K.
The integral of the first term of (6.5) with respect to z for \y —z\ S m is easily seen
to be uniformly bounded. For the second term write y—z=y(l —t) + (ty—z). The
part resulting from having y(l —/) in place of y—z is less than y by Lemma 6 and
can be absorbed into the first part of (6.5). The remaining part of the integral is less
than or equal to

(6.6)

Jj/z(x, 0| ^yJ exp «y-^dt.
î-t1

To estimate the integral of (6.6) with respect to z for \y—z\ Sm, interchange the
order of integration. Performing the inner integration and using Lemma 6 shows
that the integral of (6.6) is also uniformly bounded. This completes the proof
concerning the total variation of (z—y)K(x, y, z), and therefore completes the proof

of Lemma 4.
7. Conjugate function theorems. The principal results concerning conjugate
Poisson integrals, f(x, y), and their limit as x -> 0+,/(y), can now be easily proved.
Theorem

2. Let f(y)

be in F1(exp (—y2)), and for a fixed y let m denote

min (1, l/|y|). Define
n n

ct

(7.1)

^

¡uy\f(z)\exp(-z2)dz

/*(y) = sup^-7n-——-.
u*y Jj, exp (—z¿) dz

andlet Ea = {y | sup*>0 |/(*,y)|

>a}. Then there exists a constant, C, independent off

such that

(a)

\f(x,y)\Sc(

sup If

\0<a<i<m

(b)

I JaS|2|Sj3

(c)

lim f(x,y)=f(y)
X-0

(e)

z

+f*(y)\ for x > 0,
/

f exp(-y2)dy* f |/|i,
JEa

(d)

f-^-^dz

lim

«-»0+ J|y-2|>6

"

exists for almost every y,

+

f(z)Q(0, y, z) exp ( —z2) dz

exists for almost every y,

the limits in (c) and (d) are equal for almost every y.
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Using Lemma 4,/(x, y) may be written as the sums of

(7.2)

f° J(x,y,z)exp(-z2)f(z)dz
J - 00

and
r*y + m

(7.3)

K(x,y,z)fi(z)dz.
Jy-m

Corollary 2 of [2] then shows that (7.2) is bounded by Cf*(y). By use of Lemma 1,
(7.3) is clearly bounded by the first term on the right side of (a).
Lemma 1 of [2] shows immediately that (7.2) satisfies conclusion (b). To apply
Lemma 3 to (7.3), a suitable partition of (-co, oo) must be defined. For this, use the
interval [0, 2], intervals of length 2'n+1 between 2n and 2n + 1, n= 1, 2,..., and the
mirror images of these intervals for negative numbers. This subdivision clearly
satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of the definition of a partition with property A. Now, on
[0, 2], exp ( —x2) changes by a factor of e4. If y is the left end of one of the other
subintervals of [0, oo), the length of the interval is less than 4/y and exp ( —x2)
changes by a factor less than or equal to
exp(-y2

+ (y + 4/y)2) = exp(8+16y"2)

S e12.

By symmetry, on the subintervals of (-co, 0], exp (-x2) changes by no more than
the factor e12. Consequently, this partition has property A. Furthermore, if y is in
one of the intervals, w = min (1, l/|y|) is not greater than half the length of the
interval. Consequently, Lemma 3 proves (b) for (7.3). Since the sum of two functions with the property (b) also has that property, conclusion (b) is proved.
Conclusion (c) is certainly true for / a polynomial since, by Theorem 1, f(x, y)
is then the polynomial (3.6). Conclusion (c) follows in the usual way from this,
conclusion (b) and the fact that polynomials are dense in F*(exp (—y2)).
To prove (d), let/£(y) denote the integral appearing in (d). Then/e(y) is the sum

of
(7.4)

f

7(0,y,z)/(z)exp(-z2)O-z

J\y-zl

>s

and

(7.5)

f

j£<fi<m

i^V"-V,Mt*)*
\

»

/

If/is a polynomial, (7.4) and (7.5) clearly converge as e -> 0+ because of Lemma 4
and the dominated convergence theorem. Again, because of Lemma 4, the method
used to prove parts (a) and (b) will give the same results for/e(y). Part (d) then is
proved in the same manner as part (c). That/e(y) and/(x, y) converge to the same
function is clear for polynomials by writing f(x, y) also as the sum of integrals
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using J and F. The dominated convergence theorem shows that these two integrals
and (7.4) and (7.5) converge respectively to the expressions (7.4) and (7.5) with e
replaced by 0. Part (b) and the analogy for fe(y) then prove that the limits in (c)

and (d) are equal almost everywhere for any function since polynomials are
dense in F*(exp (—y2)).
Theorem 3. Letf(y) be in L"(exp (—y2)), 1 </»<oo, let x be greater than 0, and
let R(x, y, z) be the Poisson kernel defined in (3.2). Then there exist constants, Av,
depending only on p such that

(a) lim_0+ \\f(x,y)-f(y)\\p = 0,

(b) ||/Cv)L^p|[/||p,
(c) f(x, y) = j-00f(z)R(x,

y, z) exp (-z2) dz for almost every y,

(d)Isup^ol/ix.^lllp^l/OOIL
(e) \\f(x,y)la\\f(y)lforallx>0,
(f) f(y) has Hermite expansion 2 on(2n)ll2Hn_x(y) where an is the nth coefficient

infs Hermite expansion.

First, by part (a) of Theorem 2, Lemma 1 of [2] and Lemma 2 with the partition
used to prove Theorem 2, there exists for 1 <p< oo constants Ap such that

(7.6)

|sup|/(x,j)||
IIx>o

Up

úAp\\f\\p.

Part (a) follows from this, part (c) of Theorem 2 and the dominated convergence
theorem. Part (b) then follows from part (a) and (7.6).
Part (c) is obvious for polynomials by use of Corollary 3 of [2] and Theorem 1.
If 1 </»á2 and /is in Fp(exp (—y2)), then a polynomial, g, may be chosen to make
||/—g||p arbitrarily small; this follows from the fact that polynomials are dense in
L2(e-^). Then,

(7.7)

If(x, y)-T

J - co

f(z)R(x, y, z) exp (-z2) dz

p

is less than or equal to

(7.8)

\\f(x,y)-g(x, y)\\p+I f

HJ - oo

[g(z)-f(z)]R(x,y, z) exp(-z2) dzII•

Now (7.6) can be used on the first term of (7.8) and Corollary
part (b) on the second term. This shows that (7.8) can be made
that, therefore, (7.7) equals 0. This proves part (c) for 1 <p^2.
F2 and (c) is, therefore, valid in this case also.
Parts (d) and (e) follow immediately from (c) and Corollary
consequence of Theorem 1 and part (a).
Finally a substitute result can be stated in case p = 1.

Up

3 of [2] followed by
arbitrarily small and
If /»^2, / is also in

3 of [2]. Part (f) is a
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Theorem 4. If
\f(y)\(\og+ \f(y)\)exp(-y2)dy

i

= A

is finite, then there exists a constant, C, such that

(a) linw

\\f(x,y)-f(y)\\x=0,

(b) \\f(y)\\ac(i+A),
(c) f(x, y) = S-a,f(z)R(x,

y, z) exp (-z2)

dzfor almost every y,

(d) \\supx>0f(x,y)\\iSC(l+A),

(e) \\f(x,y)\\iS\\f(y)\\ifiorx>0.
Part (d) follows immediately by use of part (b) of Theorem 2, parts (d) and (b) of

Theorem 3, and Theorem (4.34), Vol. II, p. 118 of [6]. Part (a) follows from this and
the pointwise convergence proved in part (c) of Theorem 2. Part (b) is immediate

from (a) and (d).
To prove part (c) let/N(y) be the function equal to/(y) where |/(y)| ¿A and 0
elsewhere. By Theorem 3 part (c), part (c) is true for/w and therefore

(7.9)

fix, y)-T

J-oo

f(z)R(x, y, z) exp ( - z2)dz |

111

is bounded by

(7.10) U/O,y)-fN(x,y)\\i+ I P (fs(z)-f(z))R(x,y, z) exp(-z2) dzI ■
IIJ - °°

Hi

Unfortunately (b), (d) and Corollary 3 of [2] applied to (7.10) will only show that
it is less than a constant. To show that (7.9) is zero, let h(y) =/(y) -fN(y) and let

a=

P

|«|(l+log+ |«|) exp (-y2) dy.

J —00

If a < 1, apply (b) to h(y)/a and use the fact that

log+ (\h\/a) S (l+log+ |«|)(l+log+ (1/a)).
This produces the inequality ||«'||1=a¡|«7a||i¿Ca(l+log+
(1/a)). The same applies
to Hsup^x) \h(x,y)|||i. Since as A->oo, a->0, these inequalities and Corollary 3
of [2] show that (7.10) can be made arbitrarily small and that (7.9) is 0. This com-

pletes the proof of (c).
Part (e) is immediate from (c) and Corollary 3 of [2].
Conclusion (f) of Theorem 3 is false here since a function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4 need not have an Hermite expansion. A simple example of
such a function is exp (y2)/(l +y4).
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